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&lt;/lyrics&gt;

{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Senseless
KONKURIITO no aida wo ishiki ga mau
Nukeochita shiroi hanabira no you
Iro wo ushinatte kuroku naru dake 

Ekishou wo sekai no jyouhen ga hau
Onsoku no SUPIIDO de moji ni you
Samete hiekitte
Wasuresaru dake 

Gamen no mukou ni yomikomareta kotoba
Saishuuteki ni nomikomareru kokoro 

Misekake no SENSURESU
Ondokan mo nanimo nai 

Haiiro no sora wo yume no you ni someta
Hanayaka na aka to midori no NEON SAIN
Yuganda maboroshi ha asa ni nareba kieru
Bokura no kokoro ni ato dake nokoshite 

Ikikau hitonamini tokeru
Sonna mainichi    Kyou mo Ashita mo
Muishiki ni yuganda jiishiki to BURANDO BAGGU
Nigotte mazariau gendai no SUTANDAADO 

Soredemo omoi wo tsunaide yo 

Sekaichuu wo kanashimi ga ootte
Kimi ni temaneki shitatte
Boku ha zutto
Omoi wo sotto koko de utau kara
Kimi ha kesanaide ite yo 

Yami ni hi wo
Kokoro no oku no yami ni hi wo
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==English Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Senseless

My senses are dancing around in a concrete interval
Like the white flower pedals that have been shed
They lose color and just turn black 

The upper surface of the world is crawling along over liquid crystal
At the speed of sound I've becomes drunk with letters
I sober up and turn to ice
As I flush my system 

The words being expressed on the other side of the screen
Will finally swallow up my heart 

Seemingly senseless
I can't even feel the temperature 

The gray sky is dyed like in a dream
The gaudy red and green neon signs



This twisted illusion will disappear once day comes on
Leaving only traces in our hearts 

Melting in the crowd that comes and goes
Everyday, both today and tomorrow
The self-consciousness which has been twisted into senelessness and the brand name bag
Are now impure and have commingled into a modern standard 

But despite that my thoughts are still connected 

Throughout the world sadness has been hidden
I am always
Beckoning to you
Because I'm softly singing my thoughts here
I won't erase you 

Shine a light into the darkness
Shine a light into the depths of my heart
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